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1, Introduction 
1. 1. Ther.e has long been a tendency in 11ork ·on. lingusi~ic reconstruction, in 
particular in the field of Indo-European studies, to frame questi'ons relating 
to properties of prehistoric grammars solely in terms or the particular 
consti.tuents, construction types and categories that occur· in the descendant 
historical languages. So, for any construct, construction or category that 
occurs 1.n one/some or the e:a:tant languages or a family, scholars t'ypically 
seek to establish 11hether it e:t:isted in the parent language; similarly, if 
different forms/structures have corresponding functions in related languages, 
.scholars 	co11111only atte_11pt tQ deter11i_ne 11hich of the alternatives is_1119re 
archaic, presuming that it 11111 aost closely reflect the prehil[ltoric . 
situation. Are plain velars, ablative case endings, future tense forms, 
aorphological infinitives, relative pronouns, subordinate clauses 
reconstructible for proto-Indo-European? Questions of thi·s sort ·have occupied 
the attention of Indo-Europeanists for more than a century.·' 
The result or this aethodological bias has often bee.n to li111i t the 
structural para11eters within 11hich the general character of prehistoric 
gramaars might be conceived, and to subtlely distort the role or the principle 
of uniror111i tarianisa in reconstruction. That 11el1-established 'principle · 
de111ands that prehistoric gra1111ars manifest only those structural properties 
occurring in known languages; it does not, ho11ever, presu111e that a prehistoric 
gramaar be e:a:pec'ted · to share structural/typological properties 11i th the · 
gram11ars or its particular attested descendants. 
In calling attention 'to this 111&thodological bias,. I do not .intend to 
contest the self-evident fact that. the actual graamars of attested languages 
must serve as the basic _data for reconstruction; my purpose is rather to 
eaphaaize the fact that reference .to information of .all sorts. about t;he nature 
or linguistic systems can prove relevant in the construction of our hypotheses 
about the character or prehistoric grammars by offer~ng new perspecti~es/ 
conte:a:ts in 11hich to interpret those basic data. 
In this regard, consider ho,r reference to the diacoveri.es of linguistic 
typology has infor11ed recent investigations into th.e nature or the early 
Indo-Europea·n · phonological ey.etem. ·Some of the most enlightening and 
encouraging 11ork of the last decade in this area has' been generated by 
hypotheses (grouped under the general rubric "the glottalic theory") that 
attribute to prehistoric Indo-European ail obetruent system that, though 
natural and 11ell represented among the 11orld's languages, is nowhere attested 
in the Indo-European language family, 2 
1.2. Important research or the last t110 decades which concentrates on  
language in its ·social c:lonte:rt supports t_he claim "that.. correlat'ions obtain  
bet11een certain structural properties of language and the sociolinguistic  
conte:a:t in 11hich language is used (and undergoes change). For the most part,  
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bowever, tbis interesting 11ork in social dialectology bas exerted·little 
influence aaong linguists concerned 11itb tbe reconstruction of prehistoric 
graaaare and 11itb the identification of actual processes 11hich eCC!)UDt for the 
historical graaaars· 11hich serve as the bases for our hypotheses about 
p~totype languages, It is •Y purpose in this paper to cell attention to the 
potential ·relevance of certain aspects of' this ·research for 11ork in u·nguistic 
reconstruction. Specifically, it is suggested here that reference to the 
probable sociolinguistic circuastences in 11bich early Inda-European 11es 
originally spoken end subsequently changed aight offer insights relevant to 
·eoae of the aore intransigent probleas in Inda-European historical gra1111er, 
particularly in the area of syntax. 
Section ·or ·tbe paper considers the potential re_levance· for 
reconstruction of recent investigations supporting a distinction bet11een 
autonoaoue end non-autonoeoue language; section 2 considers eoae ieplications 
of recent studies of language shift in progress in multilingual speech-
c,:>aauni ties. 
2. ·,utonoiioue versus non-aytono11ous language 
2. 1. Ba·sed on a study or Englieb social dialects, Basil Bernstein C1974) 
introduced into the sociological literature the notions "restricted code" end 
"elaborated code" for the speech styles of Britieb 11orking clese .. and ·middle 
class young aen, respectively. (The aore recent ter11 variety is surely to be 
preferred to speech etvle for Bernstein's categories, es they refer to social 
dialects, not so·ci·auy deterained ·registers·. > Ae the result of subsequent 
research by ecbolers investigating other aspects of the relationship bet11een 
linguistic structure end eoc~al context, this early end eo11e11het unfortunate 
dichotoay·bet•een elaborated end restricted codes bee been, for the east pert, 
superseded by a distinction betlleen autonoaoue language and non-auton011ous 
language <·e. g. , ltay 1977) . 
The ne11er terainology eaphesi2es what is essentially a typological 
difference bet11een varieties of' language typical of oral-mode/context-
sensitive coaaunication, on the one hand, and text-aode/context-rrea co11mu-
nicetion, on the other. llbereas Bernstein's elaborated/restricted code 
distinction 11ae 11eent to reflect a relationship bet11een linguistic structure 
and the linguistic capacities of· particular, socially definable groups of 
language users, the autonoeous/non-autono11ous distinction properly calls 
attention to the relationship betll8en linguistic structure and the co11muni-
cative context and function of language itself. It is also no11 clear that 
text-11ode varieties or language do not replace oral eode varieties in some 
inevitable evolutionary progression, es essuaed. in some early discussions of 
this pheno11enon; rather, "the t110 ere superi11posed upon end intertwined 11ith 
each otber" (Tannen 1982). In light of these additional considerations, 
sociolinguistic situations of' the sort originally described by Bernstein 
deaend a eore complex analysis. It see11e quite likely, for ezemple, that et 
least· eo11e of the differences that he, identified ere properly· to be understood 
to reflect the consequences of a sort of dialect contact phenomenon. llhile the , 
everyday speech of the middle class youths might well manifest the 
consequences of' extensive contact with the autonomous language of the 
standardized English grapholect (Haugen 1966, Ong 1982), 3 the speech of the 
11orking class youths would not. 
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The identification of the distinction Cactually, the continu_uml bet11ee.n 
autonomous and non-autonomous language has far-reaching consequences for 
·linguistic typology. For, if communicative context in some Hy/degree sha·pes 
the formal properties of language, ·11e should expect to see cross-linguistic 
and cross-varietal differences that correlate 11ith the distinct functional 
demands of autonomous versus non-autonomous language. In fact, studies of 
creoles, ·enclave languages, and at least some languages of non-literate 
cultures tend to support the hypothesis that .the grammars of· languages/ 
varieties which are restricted to use in context-sensitive situations share 
· certain structural· properties - properties which correspond in kind to those 
characteristic of oral-mode communication, in general? 
&. brief consi.deration of so-called "enclave languages" may serve. as an  
instructive example at this point. In her 1985 dissertat;on; Julianne Maher  
establishes the not·ion enclave language. An enclave language is actually a  
variety Ccom11only, a dialect) of a language 11hose speakers· are isolat.ed ·in  
time and/or space from contact 11ith speakers of a standard variety of that  
language_ which reigns/.reigned as the language of the "establishment" and or·  
literacy in another speech community. It is the native language of .a group  
llhich does not represent the establishment in a multi-lingual community, and  
hence·is used by the minority group only in domestic, singularly oral-mode  
contexts, Louisiana French is an example. Typically, most members of the  
linguistic mino'rity in an enclav.e speech community are bilingual speakers of'  
tha enclave language and of. the .language of the establishment,  
Maher identifies certain structural. properties 11hich a.re characteristic 
of enclave languages on· a cross-liJ1guistic basis. These enclave features. 
include: phonologically invariant morphemes; analytic.(as opposed to , 
synthetic) forms/constructions; rigid 11ord order; a focus on aspect in ~he 
verbal system; equivalent interrogative-and,relative forms/constructions; and 
inter-clause syntax characterized by adjoined (as opposed to embedded/incor-
porated) clauses. These properties generally differentiate the enclave 
varieties from' their sister·dialects, but cannot typically ,be attr.ibuted to 
influence from the contact <establishment) language. Bence, it appears that 
these shared structural characteristics must be associated Iii th the 
sociolinguistic and functional properties shared by these languages. -Rhat. is 
perhaps of even 111ore g_eneral interest and relevance is the fact that 111any, of 
the same, structural proper.ties identified. as characteristic of enclave 
languages are a111ong those generally associated. with c,ther 
non-autonomous/oral-code·cas opposed to autonomous) linguistic systems.. 
-Consider the possible relevance of these disc.ovaries concerning the 
structural properties of language associated primarily 11ith context-s.ensitive 
communication situations for the reconstruction of the gra.mmars of prehistoric 
and preliterate speech.communities,. Is it .not presumptuous, for- example, to 
assume that the gra111111ar of early Indo-European should,·, in some trivial way, 
have the "look" of a "typical" or "classical" Indo-European language, li-ke 
Sanskrit or· Greek? Is it not, in fact, possible ( even, likely) that· ··the 
grammar of the· Indo-European speech co111munity 11ould exhibit st~uctural 
properties of the sort commonly encountered in oral-code linguistic systems 
in generaL 
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I should reemphasize here that this exhortation to practioners or 
linguietic'reconstruction (in particular, to Indo-Europeanistsl to expand tbe 
rrames of reference deeaed appropriate in our conjurings on prehistoric 
graaaar (in particular, on early Inda-European grammar) in no way implies any 
deaotion in iaportance of tbe structural facts of the extant languages. To be 
sure, a principal (perhaps, tbe principal) goal of reconstruction is,a 
coherent 11111d plausible diachronic account of 'the structural facts of tbe 
·several graliaare of the extant aembers of an alleged "fa•ily of languages", 
constructed in terlis of soae bypotbeeis about a unitary source.. Tbe exercise 
of reconstruction is, in.effect, an atteapt to make explicit tbe nature of tbe 
relationship that obtains aaong genetically associated languages tbrougb 
identification of tbe separate evolutionary routes connecting each.of the 
extant graaaars to their coaaon prehistoric ancestor. Tbe 11etbodological 
principle at issue here is that our hypotheslis about the source should be 
·inforaed - to the degree possible - by any relevant facts about the nature of 
linguistic systeas. For, as the validity of that bypotbasis (i.e., the 
reconstruction) is strengthened, the quality of the diachronic account of the 
structural facts of the several reflections of that source 11ust iaprove. 
1.2. In the following paragraphs I propose to suggest soae iMplications 
of tbe issues discussed in section 1. 1. for tbe reconstruction·of a particular 
aspect of early I11do-European graaaar, epecirioally inter-clause syntax. 
Host traditional scholarship 011 the subject of inter-clause syntax in 
I11do-Europea11 represents a· search for comparative ·evidenc·e to support the 
presence <or absence) of "subordinate clauses" in the parent language. As I 
have reaarked elsewhere (Jeffers 1986), "it would only be a slight 
exaggeration to describe the .history of the study of pIE inter-clause syntax 
as a series.of atteapts to answer. the faaous question "Gab es im 
Indogeraaniscben llebenslitze?"" 
Edward Ber11ann' s 1895 article Ri tb that question as its title served as 
the starting point for discussions of inter-clause syntax in early 
Inda-European for decades. Hermann ooncluded·.tbat the co•parative.data offered 
no grounds'for the reconstruction of morphological or lexical markers of 
subordination, a conclusion support·ed by 11any of the aost distinguished 
Indo-Europeanists working in tbe first half .of tbis century.• This conclusion 
bad profound iaplications for tbe study of Inda-European syntax for 
decades. It will be useful here to quote so•ewhat extensively on this subject 
fro• ay recent paper on 111etbodology in syntactic reconstruction (Jeffers 
.1986). 
It is i•portant to recognize that a profoundly important corollary 
was assumed to follow froa the conclusion that •orpbo-syntactic 
aarkers of subordination are not reconstructible for the parent 
language - tbat corollary being that early IE syntactic structure 
·was characterized by an alaost absolute version of parataxis. If tbe 
graeaar of prehistoric Inda-European Qannot be sho11n to include 
subordinate constructions of the sort that typically occur in extant 
IE languages, then·- tbe arguaent goes - pIE grammar must bave been 
destitute of formal devices that •ark syntactico-semantic 
relationships bet11een clauses. Delbruck, in ract, asserts 
, ... "that there was once a time in which only principal clauses 
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·( Bauptslitze) e:i:isted" ( 1900: ,12), However, the very notion 
principal/Hin clause has 11eaning only. with reference to some 
corresponding and particular notion of non-principal ·clause; though 
·treated as universally applicable categories by Delbruck and his 
. successors, references to these co11plementary notions clearly 
reflect an acquaintance 11ith .particularg grammars (the grammars of 
IE te:i:t languages) that 11ere seen to 11anifest,. though someti111es 
incorrectly, .... a particular structural dichotomy between 
so-called Haupt- and Nebensatze,' 
In light of what 11e know about the structural properties of language 
associated 11ith strictly oral-code 11odes of communication, 11e might reasonably 
add an alternative, or at least additional, oonte:i:t within 11hich·the facts 
about inter-clause. synta:i: .in early Indo-European might be reviewed. Recall 
that one of the typical features of enclave languages and or other language 
associated with conte:i:t-sensitiv·e, oral-mode communication situations is a 
system of' .inter-clause aynta:i:. characterized by adjunotion, as opposed to 
eabedding and/or incorporation. The te.r111 adjunction characterizes systems of 
inter-clause synta:i: in 11hioh the related clauses retain their internal 
structural integrity and surface structure autonomy, but. are 11arked as as 
members of' a larger syntactic structure by s0111e morphological·, le:i:ioal or 
syntactic device. 6 
Several recent papers ( C. Lehmann 1980, Bolland 1984, Jeffers 1986) call 
attention to the fact that a careful analysis·Of the surface sy11tactic 
structures of the most ancient representatives of Indo-European (Anatolian, 
and the varieties of Ancient Greek and Indo-Iranian encountered. in.the te:i:ts 
of the oral traditions) support the hypothesis that embedding/inoorporation is 
not a feature of' early lndo-European eynta:i:. Jeffers 1986, for e:i:ample, 
includes a review of the full range of situations in which a. r!9fle:i:, of the 
Inda-European particle~~ plays soae role in marking a relationship between 
two clauses. A fe11 instructive e:i:a11ples drawn from that paper f'ol1011; .. these 
e:i:a111ples from Vedic Sanskrit correspond to relative, adverbial, and pr.edi.cate 
00111ple11ent constructions in the later languages. Note that in all .oases, each 
of the two clauses 11aintains its 'internal structural integrity and surface 
structure autono11y. 7 
(1) adjoined relative. 
yam bhadre9a !avasi oodayasi prajavata radhasi/  
Rho111 11/blessed 11/11ight you quicken 11/children 11/11ealth  
te sy't11a (l!V 1.94.15)  
they 11ay we be  
(2) adjoined relative or purpose. 
tat savitur varenyam bhargo devasya dh1aahi/  
that of s. desirable glory of god 118 attain  
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dbiyo yo na~ pracodayat (RV 3.62. 10l  
tbougbts our stiaulates  
"Nay •e attain tbat desirable glory of the god S.  
11hicb (so tbat it) •ay stimulate our thoughts."  
<3l condition.' 
sadya, cid ya~ sabasriti ,ati dadan  
someone 11bo thousand 100 gives  
nakir ditsantaa 'i 11inat  
no one tbe-one-11anting-to-give (11ouldl restrain  
<4l cause. 
acitti yet tava dbaraa yuyopima/  
unkno1ting bee. your la11 11e have disturbed  
a'i nas tas•id enaso deva r1rita~ (RV 7.89.5)  
not us fr/that fr/sin·god you bar•  
"Do not harm because of that sin, because unkno11ing( ly)  
11e disturbed your la•.tt  
(5l ?result/purpose 11itb inflected fora. 
indr&gn1 YUVH SU DB~ sabanta dasatbo rayill/  
1 & A you surely us •ighty 1'111 give wealth  
yena............. sihi,!aabi <RV. 1O. 1 l  
so that/1thereby 11e •ay overco•e  
<6) result llitb lexical conjunction. 
gfbi'n gacha/ grhapatni yatba· asa~ <RV 1 o. 85. 26)  
house go mistress so that you •ay be  
(7) predicate co•pla•ent (precursor). 
gri;ie / tad indra te fiava upaaaii devatitaye/  
I praise tbis Indra your pro1tess highest for gods  
yad dbaasi Vftraa ojaaa (RV 8.62.Bl  
that you strike V. 11/migbt  
.The question of the earliest function or tbe erst11bile particle "'x.e is or 
particular interest here. "'x.e is co11111only referred to as the "relative 
particle" (see bo11ever Gonda 1954), but appears in lndo-European languages as 
1ltbe stem·of inflected relative 11ords, 2ltbe stea or a wide variety of 
lexical conjunctions, 3la clitic sentence connective in Hittite (see Hatkins 
1963) and also tlin the genitive case ending "'-.!l!,2. 
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The Hittite reflex of *l!.2. is ~ia (alternant -~). 1 This Hittite particle, 
which is generally referred to as a sentence connective, can be functionally 
distinguished from a distinct group of IE "sentence connectives" 11hich occur 
clause initial or as clitics Ci. e., *.!!.Q, *.!!.Q., *.!.2, *AIQ; Hittite!!.!!.-, §.!!-, 
g-, Luvian A-I-Al, The forms in this latter group function as discourse 
particles and simply move the narrative forward; they often occur sequentially 
in a string of four or five clauses. In sharp contrast, the Hittite form 
-!,~/-A ( 11hich, as has been noted, is cognate with the· stem of relative words 
and conjunctions of other IE languages) connects two clauses in 11hich the 
described actions or stat'es are intimately connected in time and space (i.e., 
where 'the clauses describe two components of a single situation) or 11here the 
connected clauses refer to parallel notions.' 
The Hittite particle -ial-A is clearly not a relative word. Likewise, 
although they are frequently termed relative conjunctions in the literature, 
the various conjunctions in other ancient IE languages formed on the stem *l!.2. 
are not proper relatives. In fact, it is only in· the cases where we. see an 
inflected form or *l!.2 Ca relative pronoun/adjective> that coreference is a 
factor in the inter-clausal relatt'onship; 10 and in these forms the semantic 
information relevant to coreference is carried by the case affixes 11hose 
"attachment" to *l!.2 may well reflect a secondary reanalysis and restructuring, 
the details of 11hich remain obscure. 
In light or these and other related racts (see Jeffers 1986), a reconsi-
deration or of the earliest function or the particle *l!.Q. seems to be in order. 
It appears that the one property common to all occurrences of the ancient 
particle *l!.Q. in the earliest texts - and 11hich is therefore potentially 
reconstructible for early Indo-European ._ is its function as a marker or a 
relationship between two structurally autonomous clauses which must be 
interpreted as constituents or a larger syntactic.construction, i.e., between 
a pair of adjoined clauses, 11 Note that this etymological analysis of *l!.2. 
substantiates the syntactic evidence from early texts (exemplified in (1)-(7) 
above) supporting the hypothesis that early Indo-European grammar was 
characterized bY, or at least comprehended, adjoined clauses as a feature or 
inter-clause syntax. 
Consider no11 how this discussion demonstrates that reference to 
"external" but relevant facts about the nature of linguistic structure can 
serve to inform a reconstruction. Such reference may present an alternative 
context ror the genera.ti on or hypotheses about the. structural properties or 
the source language - Cif. you kno11 that adj unction is something of a , 
commonplace in language associated with. context-sensitive situations, it 
becomes an obvious/possible candidate for status as a structural property or 
the language or a pre-literate speech community) - or, alternatively, it may 
offer "extra-familial" support for a relatively speculative hypothesis about 
the source language which is based on limited, ambiguous or otherwise 
difficult to interpret deta in the, extant languages -. <the. evidence ro'r an 
early IE syntactic system with adjoined clauses is preserved in relic 
constructions in the earliest, pre-classical texts or :the ancient IE 
languages; a diachronic account centered on this evidence is rendered less 
speculative/tentative, ir considered with reference to types.of syntactic 
systems not typical in the IE ramilY, but relevant on other - usually 
typological grounds). 
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It follows from this discussion ·that much of the traditional and more  
recent work on inter-clause syntax in early Inda-European can be viewed as a  
misdirected effort. The preoccupation with a search for evidence supporting  
( or not supporting) the preaen.ce of typically Inda-European subordinate  
( especially, relative) clauses becomes a pointless exercise, because "by  
definition" it precludes from consideration any alternative systems for  
•arking inter-clause relationships. 12 
3. Language change in the multi-lingual speech community 
Historical linguiats have traditionally made reference to two types of 
language· change, internal and external. Internal change results from some 
structural disequilibrium within a language, which exerts pressure for 
change. E_xternal change results from outside influences, and language contact 
is co••only ·viewed as the "cause" of this sort of change. 
Some students of language change, such as Schuchardt in the nineteenth  
century and Bloomfield in the twentieth, have held that language contact can  
have a profound effect on the structure of languages. However, Heillet is  
representative of most nineteenth and early twentieth century historical  
linguists (Indo-Europeanists, in particular) in the assertion that the  
influence of languages upon each other is seldom extensive, certainly not to  
the point of "mixed systems" that defy genetic classification. Sapir, of  
course, believed in the natural resistance of language to external· influence,  
and Jesperson agrees with Rhitney that the essential nature or language  
re•ains un·a1 tered by contact d th· other languages. A most consistent theme,  
•orecver, in almost all early discussions of language contact and language ·  
change is that syntax is the component of grammar most resistant to  
contact-induced:change. Somewhat surprisingly, this assumption persists even  
in·some conte•porary investigations of language contact speech  
co•munities. Karttunen, ror example, states that "syntax ~emains most  
resistant to change" in American Finnish (1977:183), even after detailing  
several _significant syntactic replacements. 13  
In recent years, the emphasis of research on language contact has shifted 
away from retrospective analyses of borrowing to studies of the actual 
linguistic behavior of speakers in 111ultilingual speech co•munities. some 
studies·concentrate on the social correlates of linguistic choices, especially 
in situations where a language shift is in progress (e.g., Gal 1979), Others 
.investigate the implications for linguistic structure of hi- and multi-
.Iinguali em, 
The results· or research on the_ structural implications of bi- and 
multilingualism suggest a few things that must be taken into account by 
practicing reconstructionists. Since the publication of Reinreich' s 
breakth~ough study Languages in Contact (1953), it has been clear that the 
-interference phenomena that are the product of language contact cannot always 
be predicted on the basis of the structural properties of the interfering 
language. It is·orten the case that a wholesale rearrangement of patterns may 
result from the intrusion of. so•e new forms or patterns. 
The.recent work on enclave languages referred to in section 2.1 supports 
the claim ·that the sorts of innovations that affect languages in contact 
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situations can be profound and that they are not necessarily restricted to the 
neat incorporation of some "foreign element" into the inventory or forms and 
patterns of the borroaing language. LikeRise, consider the extensive. recent 
studies or creolization (e.g., Bickerton 1981, Sankoff 1980). 
Alternatively, it appears that under certain sociolinguistic conditions  
adult speakers do not "(bring) forth ... novel devices for coping Rith a nea  
language," but call upon "methods of dealing Rith ill-fitting material that  
Rere inherent in their native language .....they ( deal) Ri th masses of  
material ·in rational aays that they (bring) Rith them" (Karttunen  
1977:17tl. Karttunen's someahat impressionistic characterization might be  
rsforeulated in terms of the abductive~deductive model of language change  
originally explicated in Andersen 1973.  
IJhen language learners (·chidren or adults) are conf'ronted Rith perceived 
ambiguities in foras and constructions, they are f'orced to guess at the 
structure of a grammar that might produce such structures by means of an 
abductive inference. In such .situations, Re should not be surpriee.d to find 
that speakers sometimes opt for a grammatical analysis for the ambiguous 
surface structure Rhich happens to be consistent Rith t~at of obviously 
related for•s Rhere the structural analysis is unambiguous. IJe call that 
process analogy. Barris (1984) suggests that typological harmqny plays.a 
similar role in directing language change, once innovation is likely or 
inevitable. Be characterizes. phenomena like analogy and the tendency toRard 
typological harmony as "gutters" that serve as pathRays of least .resistance, 
but .ahich are in no Ray deterministic or causal ( see also Jeffers 1985: 252-
53). 
Some of the prqducts or language contact in multilingual communities may 
also be understood in ter111e of this model. It seems _quite re.asonable that the 
rules/principles of the .native gram111ar of a bilingual should ·play a similar 
role in hie/her attempts to attach a graamatical analysis to actual.language 
data of a second language. Hany of the distinctive syntactic patterne·of Irish 
Englis·h, for example, most likely ref'lect restructurings or this sort. <E.g., 
"I'• just after going"; "It's Sean that's going to Dublin";. etc. On Irisb-
Englisb see Bliss 1972, 1977, 1979.) The Irish/English contact situation 
see111s al.so to have produced novel ·,constructions for Irish English, Rhich 
cannot be explained in terms of restructuring produced by a straightforRard 
reanalysis of English language data in terms of the principles of. Irish 
gram•ar. See, for example, Kallen 1986 on "The co-occurrence of J!S!. and '.I!!. in 
Bi berno-English". 
IJhether·contact-induced change results•in novel structures.characteristic 
or neither contact language, or in restructurings tha.t are the ·products of· 
reanalysis or language data·of one. language in terms of"the gra111matical 
rules/principles of a second (i.e., the language..learner's first) language; it 
·noa seems clear that contact situations can produce dramatic rearrangements· of 
linguistic stru·cture in one or ·.a very feR generations. The traditional claim 
of histqrical linguists about the natural resistance of languages to,external 
change is quite simply not supported by actual studies of· bi-·. and multilingual 
speakers, or of speech communi ties experiencing·some· sort of language shift. 
As Vincent points out in a study or the. results of Celtic/English bilingualism 
in Ireland, England·and IJales, "As far as syntax is concerned (emphasis RJJ), 
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there is growing evidence trom second language learning and bilingualism that 
grammatical interference is rampant between source and target language and 
bet11een dominant and non-dominant language" (1984: 166). 
Consider tor a moment the implications of these claims about the 
diachronic consequences of language contact for investigations into the 
prehistory of the Inda-European language family. It must be assumed that the 
several Inda-European dialects represent, to a significant degree, products of 
the sorts or processes at 11ork in contemporary multilingual speech 
communities. The early Inda-Europeans moved across Europe and Restern Asia 
into e%isting speech communities representing a wide variety or indigenous 
languages. Consequently, we must at least entertain the h_ypothesis that many 
of the radical structural Ceven typological) differen.ces that 11e confront 
within the Inda-European language family, in synta% and in other areas of 
grammar, reflect the sorts of massive disruptions that can occur in 
multiiingual speech communities. As the IE parent language must have served 
·as the target language in a Ride variety of language shift situations, it 
seems entirely reasonable that many radical structural discrepancies among the 
descendants of' early Inda-European, (such as verb-final properties in 
Indo-Aryan alongside verb-initial properties in Celtic) may be attributable to 
mechanisms of change· similar to those that produced both novel and Celticized 
syntactic patterns in Irish, Cornish and Relsh English (Vincent 1986). 
Students of lingustic prehistory should take heed. Huch of the 
frustration generated by recent Rork on syntactic reconstruction (see, e.g., 
Lightfoot 1980) may result from attempts to construct hypotheses about the 
source language based on a narro11ly defined notion of' 11hat constitutes a 
plausible diachronic account of an e%tant language. Studies of' language shift 
and of the actual dynamics of language contact in bi- and multilingual speech 
communities clearly demonstrate that efforts to account for· the diachronic 
relationships between a hypothetical source .and 1 ts several e%tant refle%eS 
cannot depend solely on the search for genuine correspondences and grammar 
internal motivations for change in syntactic systems, or, for that matter, in 
·any other area of grammatical structure. 
*An earlier version of this paper 11as presented at the International 
Conference on Historical Dialectology held at Pozna~, Poland in April 1986. 
I take this opportunity to thank Lyle Campbell, Peter Trudgill, and Herner 
Rinter for helpful! comments offered on that occasion. Of' course, I assume 
sole responsibility for the content of .the present paper. 
1. There have, of course, been some important exceptions. Ergativity 
and agglutination, for e%ample, have been proposed as properties of early or 
pre-Inda-European. 
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2; The several versions or the glottalic theory, which was initially 
explicated in Gamkrelidze and·Ivanov 1972 and Bopper 1973, share the feature 
that glottalized stops replace the voiced unaspirated stops·or the 
traditionally reconstructed system or obstruents. Several systematic 
anamolies can be accounted for by means or this .reconception of early Indo-
European phonology. 
3. Some coamentators do argue that the actual thought processes of 
meabers or highly literate speech communities are structured by the technology 
of' writing, i.e., by their command or autonomous language. See, e.g., Olson. 
1980; Ong 1982. 
4. Hermann admits the possibility that subordinate clause marking by 
means of' accent is reconstructible f'or proto-Indo-European. Also, Heillet 
(1937) and others do point out that there is some evidence f'or reconstructing 
a class of' ·non-finite verbals ( see however, Jef'f'ers 1976; Jeffers & Kantor 
1984), and substantial evidence f'or reconstructing participles. 
5. The last decade bas witnessed the advent or the typological method 
(TH) f'or syntactic reconstruction in Inda-European studies, championed 
primarily by Rinf'red Lehmann (e.g., Lehmann 1974). This approach is much more 
open to positing for the parent language syntactic structures which are 
substantially different from those found in the extant languages. But, 
investigations within the framework of TH are also constrained by tacit 
assumptions about the range of structural devices for marking inter-clause 
syntax that- represent viable candidates for ·reconstruction. The preoccupation 
Rith word order typology as a framework for the reconstruction of prehistoric 
syntax introduces into the process a new set of typologically based 
predispositions which may or may not be relevant in a particular case. 
Proponents of TH pose questions of the following sort C Lehmann 1980) to frame· 
issues in syntactic reconstruction: "Does the evidence of the extant 
languages support the reconstruction of preposed or postposed relative 
clauses?" The options for early Inda-European are thereby reduced to one·of 
two possibilities. This clearly represents a misguided approach to syntactic 
reconstruction, most notably because it disregards the fact that 
(incorporated) adnominal relative clauses are not absolute universals of 
language. (For additional discussion see Jeffers 1986. > 
6. The earliest and most frequently c.ited characterization of adjunction 
is the discussion or multi-clause sentences in Australian in Bale 1976. 
Consider the following examples fro• Ralbiri Carter Bale 1976), in which the 
form kutja- ( prefixed to ADI) marks the inter-clausal· relationship. In J!.., 
the two clauses share a coreferential noun phrase; in R-, they do not. 
a. 	 yankiri-p kutja-lpa 9epa 9a-9u 9atjulu-!u J-na ·pantu-9u.  
emu-ERG COHP-AUX water drink-Past I-ERG ADI spear-Past  
"Rhile the eau was drinking water, I s'peared it. " or  
"I speared the 811U that RBS drinking Rater."  
b. 	 9atjulu-¼u lpa-9a ka¼i tjantu-nu, kutja-/-npa ya-nu-nu njuntu.  
I-BRG AIJX boomerang tri;~Pa;t COHP-ADX walk-P-hitber you.,  
"I Ras trimming a boomerang whe_n you came up. "  
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7. Additional examples from Sanskrit, as well as corresponding 
constructions fro• Homeric Greek and early Latin are given in Jeffers 1986, 
·9, For a •ore co•plete discussion of the etymology of Hittite-!.!!., see 
Watkins 1963; see also Jeffers 1986, 
9, See Jeffers & Pepicello 19?9 and Jeffers 1986 for a more complete 
discussion of the functional distinction between the Hittite particle -ia/-A 
and other sentence particles in Hittite and Inda-European. 
10. Kote further that inflected reflexes of*~ in Vedic Sanskrit and 
Bo•eric Greek do not, in fact, introduce embedded relative clauses of the sort 
fa•iliar fro• the later classical languages CKote. exx. (1) and (3) above). 
They function as topicalizers, announcing that a particular noun will be a 
predicate in ·the next clause. See Bolland J9e, and Jeffers 1986 for additional 
discussi·on. 
11. Co•pare this interpretation o.f' the original function of' the IE 
for•ative ~ with the corresponding function of the Australian particle .!9l.t.:i.A-
described by Bale and referred to in footnote, of this paper. 
12. Huch of' the work on reconstruction of inter-clause syntax within the 
fra•ework or the typological •ethod <see f'n. 5) confronts a similar problem. 
For eza•ple, an analysis of' relative clauses that is constructed to determine 
whether there is evidence to support the reconstruction of prenominal or post-
no•inal relative clauses beco•es an exercise in frustration, if the grammar of 
the source language turns out to be one that does not comprehend incorporated 
constructions of' any sort. 
13, Kote, however, that the innovations in American Finnish and 
corresponding structures in Russian and SRedish Finnish do not reflect direct 
structural influence fro• the contact languages. They appear to exemplify 
developments of the sort described.in Haher 1985 for enclave languages. 
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